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Turkey’s Isbank maintaining momentum
The largest private bank in Turkey has grown its profits more slowly than
peers but has avoided the asset-quality deterioration we have begun to
see at some of its competitors
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Results highlights
ISCTR reported strong growth in net income to TRY5.3bn (+12.9% YoY) in FY17, driven by loan
growth and an annual rise in NIM (though NII weakened QoQ on weaker activity levels), while
its loans/deposits ratio remained stable HoH at 117%. The P&L dynamics match what we have
seen from the sector so far, but the loans/deposits stabilisation is impressive.
Moreover, ISCTR’s asset-quality and capital positions are much stronger than average. The NPL
ratio came in at 2.2%, benefiting by 13bp from NPL sales in 4Q and well below the sector
average (3.0%), and the bank demonstrated outperformance across every major loan
category.
Capital was strong too. ISCTR ended FY17 with a Tier 1 ratio of 13.99% and CAR of 16.66%, up
significantly YoY following successful Tier 2 issuance in June but down slightly QoQ due to
growth in RWAs exacerbated by the weakening TRY.
Regarding the outlook for this year, ISCTR expects loans to grow 13-14% (as we have seen
elsewhere). However, importantly, it expects deposit growth to outpace loans at 17-18% (TRY).
The NPL target of <3.0% lacks ambition and suggests we may see some modest weakening
this year.
Overall, this is a very strong set of results. The bank has grown its profits more slowly than
peers but has avoided the asset-quality deterioration we have begun to see at some of its
competitors.

Earnings in detail
ISCTR reported a 12.9% YoY increase in net profits to TRY5.3 bn. Net interest income rose 21.9%
YoY to TRY13.2bn as loan volumes improved 17.9%, having stabilised in 2H17 after the early
boost from the Credit Guarantee Fund (CGF), although NIM decreased 7bp (after swaps) to
3.86%. Despite a stronger 4Q performance driven by loan and deposit repricing and a
favourable securities mix, the latter was hit by higher funding costs during 2017. We expect a
stronger dynamic in 2018 as loan repricing gains traction. ISCTR’s TRY loan/deposit spread fell
from 6.21% to 5.47% over the period, while in FX it was more stable, declining from 4.67% to
4.38. Moving on from NII, Fees & Commissions enjoyed another solid year, rising 18.8% to
TRY3.4bn, while the adjusted cost/income ratio weakened modestly from 42.3% to 42.7%.
A stronger-than-expected performance in asset quality further increased our confidence in the
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bank. The cost of risk came in within budget at 109bp, while the headline NPL ratio fell 20bp to
2.2%, including a 13bp impact from NPL sales in 4Q. This ratio is one of the strongest in the
sector and compares favourably to the sector average of 3.1%. Looking across business lines,
NPL ratios in each segment were significantly stronger than the sector average (see Figure 2).
The specific coverage ratio was also ahead of the sector average at 86%.

ISCTR – NPL ratio development

Source: Company data, ING
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Turning to liquidity and capitalisation, the loans/deposits ratio was maintained at a decent
level of 117% (sector average: 120%), while the bank unsurprisingly showed more stretched
liquidity metrics in TRY (152%) than in FX (86%), which is a feature common to the sector.
Meanwhile, the Tier 1 ratio improved 85bp YoY to 14.0%, one of the strongest numbers in the
sector, although the number declined modestly QoQ due to RWA inflation following TRY
depreciation. Total CAR was robust at 16.7%, boosted by the Tier 2 security issued by the bank
in June 2017 and well more than the legal minimum requirement of 8%.
As for the loan book, we find it interesting to look at the main growth areas, which help us to
identify the segments in which the bank sees the greatest opportunities. The headline 17.9%
overall growth of the book to TRY239bn masks the divergence between loan classes. While TRYdenominated loans grew by 20.5% YoY, their FX counterparts rose just 6.1% in USD terms due
to lack of demand (though the TRY devaluation meant that, in TRY terms, the FX book
increased by 13.8%). Within the TRY book, Corporate & Commercial loans increased 27.9%,
while SME loans rose by 24.8% and Retail by 12.5%. This reflects the deployment of CGF funds,
which were aimed mostly at SMEs and smaller commercial businesses. By contrast, within the
FX bucket, Corporate loans rose by just 6.0%. All this suggests that our thesis that Turkey’s
large corporates represent the healthiest part of the economy continues to hold good.
Corporate & Commercial loans accounted for 53.2% of ISCTR’s total loan book, unchanged
from the prior-year period.

ISCTR – NPL ratio by loan class (FY17)

Source: Company data, ING
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We note that ISCTR’s assets and liabilities remain reasonably well matched by currency, although
the lack of TRY funding remains a concern. On the asset side, FX securities comprised 19.6% of the
total, while FX loans accounted for 38.4% of total loans. Meanwhile, FX deposits made up 52.3% of
total deposits, up from 49.9% at end-FY16, as de-dollarisation continued.

ISCTR - Capital Ratios development

Source: Company data, ING

Finally, ISCTR expects 2018 loan growth to be around 13-14% (split TRY 14-15% and FX 5-6%), with
deposits rising faster in TRY at 17-18% (FX: 3-4%). The NPL ratio is expected to remain below 3%,
while the cost of risk could rise slightly to 115-120bp. CAR should remain above 14%. Once again,
this points towards our central scenario that loan growth should diminish slightly in 2018, but
asset quality is likely to remain under control, and large banks’ TRY loan/deposit ratio should
gradually rebalance.
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Disclaimer
This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of
ING Bank N.V. ("ING") solely for information purposes without regard to any particular
user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING
Group (being for this purpose ING Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies).
The information in the publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not
investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any
financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication
is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is
accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated,
any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of
the publication and are subject to change without notice.
The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior
express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal entity ING Bank
N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central
Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no.
33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or
communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V.,
London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this
report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should contact ING
Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of
ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the
United States under applicable requirements.
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